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Peace Through Strength

Make America’s National Security Great Again
By Frank J. Gaffney, Jr., Assistant Secretary of Defense under President Reagan
and President of the Center for Security Policy in Washington, D.C.

W

hile President Obama, thankfully, is no longer our Commander-in-Chief, the legacy of his
malfeasance in that role may be an affliction on America’s troops and people for years to come. Unless, that is,
Obama’s successor, Donald Trump,
fully recognizes the dangers inherent
in that legacy and swiftly sets about
undoing it.
		Fortunately, in the course of the
2016 campaign and in the weeks since
he won it, Mr. Trump has signaled an
appreciation both of the damage done
to our military and our national interests by the outgoing president and his
determination to change course.
		Here are a few examples of what
needs to be done:
• Renewing the pursuit of
“peace through strength.” President
Obama promised to “fundamentally
transform the United States of
America.” That transformation was
particularly ominous with respect
to our national security. Roughly a
trillion dollars in budget cuts, illconceived policies and costly mistakes
in places like Libya, Syria, Iraq and
Afghanistan, prioritizing the “threat”
of climate change and various social
experiments imposing homosexuals,
women in combat and transgender

“rights” on the uniformed services
have hollowed out and demoralized
our military.
		Donald Trump has explicitly committed his presidency to a return to
the proven national security practice
my old boss, Ronald Reagan, called
“peace through strength.” Strong presidential and Pentagon leadership, a
significant reinvestment in readiness,
hardware and our defense industrial base and
an end to the “politically
correct” makeover of our
armed forces will go a
long way towards reestablishing the strength
we need to dissuade others from believing they
can act aggressively towards us, our interests or
our allies.
		• Restoring our nuclear deterrent. As Phyllis Schlafly understood
so well, the ultimate guarantor of our
national security is the certainty that
the United States can and, if necessary will, devastate anyone who attacks us. True security requires not
only powerful conventional capabilities, but a nuclear arsenal that is modern and, therefore, proven to be safe,
reliable and effective.

		Tragically, we have refrained
from conducting even a single underground nuclear test in the last 25
years. We have not replaced our very
old and obsolescent weapons. Nor
have we made long-overdue upgrades
to the critical human and technical
complex that is needed to design,
prove and produce a new generation
of deterrent forces.
		Matters were made considerably
worse during the Obama years when

it was U.S. policy to “rid the world
of nuclear weapons” — starting with
ours. No other nuclear power has engaged in this kind of unilateral disarmament. And a number of nations,
including Iran, Saudi Arabia and
possibly other Middle Eastern states
are getting into the nuclear weapons
business.

(Continued on page 2)
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		The American people have been
kept in the dark about this dire state
of affairs. But fortunately, Donald
Trump has expressed his determination to “expand and strengthen” our
arsenal. He even threw down the
gauntlet of having America re-engage
in an “arms race,” after years of allowing actual and potential adversaries to face no costs for their unilateral
buildups. Mr. Trump will need our
help with the considerable expense
and controversy associated with rebuilding our military.
		• Defeating Sharia-supremacism. Throughout his presidency,
Barack Obama compounded a mistake made by a number of his pre-

decessors and especially George W.
Bush after 9/11: ignoring the toxic,
totalitarian political-military-legal
doctrine that the authorities of Islam
call Sharia — and its animating role
in the global jihad movement that
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seeks explicitly to destroy our country and civilization. Worse yet, the
Obama administration actually embraced one of the most insidious and
dangerous elements of that movement, the Muslim Brotherhood.
		Donald Trump has promised to
designate the Brotherhood as what
it is: a terrorist organization. He has
also pledged to “expose the networks
in our society that support radicalization.” Those would be the mosques,
“Islamic societies,” front groups and
influence operations established in
this country by the Muslim Brotherhood over the past fifty years.
		Ending the Muslim Brothers’ access to and ability to shape the U.S.
policy-making process
— notably, that fraudulently done under the
pretense of “countering violent extremism”
— will be an important first step towards
winning what I think
of as “the War for the
Free World.” Every
generation confronts
what President Reagan
called the “essential
threat to freedom.” Mr. Trump needs
to ensure a lasting victory, which will
take sustained clarity, determination,
and strong popular support.
		• Strengthening our Friends,
Undermining our Enemies. Un-

der Barack Obama, it was better to
be an adversary of the United States
than an ally. His treatment of Israel
was particularly reprehensible and
dangerous — especially in the waning days of his presidency. But it was
just one manifestation of the Obama
Doctrine: embolden our enemies; undermine our friends; and diminish our
country.
		Donald Trump has opposed
Obama’s palpable hostility both to
Israel and towards other important allies, including notably, Egypt and Taiwan. He has very explicitly warned
not only Iran and the other jihadists
but China, North Korea and even
Russia that he will be a new, much
more robust Commander-in-Chief
and that there will be real costs associated with their threatening our security and vital interests. U.S. policy
should return to the commonsense
practice of rewarding friends and
punishing enemies — a formula for
having more of the former and fewer
of the latter.
		Now, it falls to those of us who
love freedom and who know that as
Mr. Reagan said — and as Phyllis
practiced throughout her extraordinary life — it must be “fought for,
protected and handed on [to our children] to do the same” to help Donald
Trump make America’s national security great again.
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West Point Cadet Speaks His Heart and Mind
A student at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point expressed his personal observations and concerns that stem from his
role as a soldier, as an officer, as an American, and most importantly as a Christian, to the Eagle Forum Report:

M

y West Point class will
shortly take to the stage and
swear our oaths of commission. Our
mission as soldiers is independent of
political outcomes. These competent
men and women swear to uphold
and defend the Constitution from all
enemies, foreign and domestic. But I
am concerned about a change in our
nation’s culture that was revealed
during the last election cycle.
		We swear subservience and deference to civil authority. Whether Clinton or Trump claimed the presidency
was moot. The President is our Commander-in-Chief. In the hysteria that
followed the November election, we
looked with disgust at those screaming, “Not my President.” In the rare
instances when military members
expressed this sentiment, swift discipline and good order were brought
immediately to bear. No disrespect
is ever allowed towards the chain of
command. We remain apolitical and
no political party or presidential candidate can change our stance. Politicians can make our job harder or easier by varying degrees, but regardless
the mission WILL get done. Duty and
our sacred honor demand it.
		President Donald Trump has garnered a higher degree of trust among
the military due to his selection of
cabinet members with military backgrounds. These are competent men
who are now ideally placed to do
some good. But our genuine concern
is in something much deeper, something that has spread through the culture of our nation.
		The political and social discourses surrounding decisions in this nation
have switched from disagreements on
policy while bearing similar goals in
mind, to two completely different vi-

sions of what the nation is and ought
to be. Our nation was founded by
men who hotly debated policy issues,
but our founders fought to create a
nation and had a prosperous and moral vision for America’s future. Their
end goal was the same. They merely
differed on how to get
there, but this form of
debate is no longer the
case today.
		As a man who
has sworn to uphold
and defend these
ideals, I find this new
attitude very disturbing.
		The
United
States
continues to exist because
countless men and women
throughout history have taken its
ideals to heart and carried them like
a flame into a dark world. Certainly,
there have been times in our history
when we have stumbled, fallen short
and failed to live up to our noble
ethic. But the fight has never ceased.
The pursuit has never ceased. The
torch is passed to each generation.
		America is not a given. America
cannot, and will not, endure if the
collective population fails to pass on
the core values of freedom, liberty
and morality to younger generations.
The insulated, blind youth of my
generation seem to think that there
is no danger in experimenting
with failed ideas such as socialism
and dangerous big government
policies. The danger is real and we
are never more than one or two
generations from a total collapse of
the American ideal.
		The military cannot counter this
change. We cannot sustain a set of
values within a culture with which we
are at odds. We are a volunteer force. A

couple months of basic training is not
going to hammer out 18 years of cultural
conditioning in a society opposed to the
idea of American superiority.
By American superiority and exceptionalism, I do not mean to say
that Americans are inherently exceptional or better than anyone else simply by being an American. No,
rather that American
exceptionalism that
the ideals and values that have made
this nation successful are
exceptional in and of themselves. People who internalize and live out these values
are exceptional.
		Many of us at West Point have
renewed our faith in Christ. We
remember that the Lord calls us
not to place our faith in men or
governments, but in Him alone. As
an American, I may despair over the
state of the nation, but as a Christian
I can cast my worries on Jesus with
the full knowledge and faith that His
will shall be done. The ideals we hold
so dear in this country are, after all,
based in immutable truths that are
passed down by our Creator. JudeoChristian principles have always
guided this nation. But even if the
whole nation turns away and all
we have worked for crumbles, my
brothers and sisters will keep the
faith.
		Despite these concerns, I am
confident that West Point men and
women and the future officer corps of
the U.S. Army will remain dedicated
to the morals and ideals of this nation
above all else. We will continue to meet
the many challenges on behalf of all
Americans.
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Gender Identity Delusion
at Defense Department

by Elaine Donnelly, President, Center for Military Readiness

M

onths before President Obama should rely on a curtain to protect
left office, he imposed on the their privacy.
U.S. Military his most extreme social 		A man undergoing “feminizexperiment yet: a policy regarding ing” hormone therapy may not be
transgenders in the military that or- able to meet physical
ders all personnel to deny scientific requirements for his
facts regarding human biology.
job. And two scenari		In response, Pentagon officials os explain what comimposed unrealistic guidelines for manders should do when
implementation that offered little help a person undergoing tranto local commanders trying to make sition wants to live a dousense out of nonsense.
ble life — sometimes male
		The Center for Military Read- and sometimes female. All
iness has examined Defense Depart- of these scenarios pretend that
ment instructions, and prepared a “communication” will solve
comprehensive CMR Policy Analy- all problems.
sis that describes how far the Obama 		The tiny minority of people
administration was prepared to go to who are confused about their sexual
implement LGBT law in our military. identity are not the real problem. Po		In essence, the Defense De- litical leaders and appointees who
partment decided to treat confusion indulge LGBT activists, including
about one’s sexual identity as a “civ- single-minded contractors, consulil rights” issue. Henceforth, sexual tants, and politically-motivated ciminorities would be given special vilian appointees, are the real source
rights that reflect LGBT fantasies of controversies and social tensions
and ideology, not tangible reality. that hurt morale and readiness.
A Pentagon Handbook presents 19
Full implementation of Obama’s
“scenarios,” which are supposed to policies would require a host of polihelp local commanders figure out cy changes affecting far more people
how to implement the new trans- than the transgender minority. These
gender policies. Some of these sto- will include mandatory indoctriries are simply
nation in unscibizarre.
entific theories
The Center for Military Readiness
		For examabout gender in
is also following Senator John
ple, a military
all Department of
McCain’s push for a new national
commander
Defense schools
commission that would mandate
may have to
and academies,
conscription of all young men
deal with a
infringements on
and women for military, national,
transgendered
personal privacy
or public service. Eagle Forum
man who anin conditions of
adamantly opposes drafting our
nounces that
forced
intimadaughters into military combat, and
he is “pregcy, demoralizing
we oppose mandatory national or
nant.” Anothpressures on milpublic service. (http://bit.ly/2jA8hgw)
er
scenario
itary doctors and
suggests that
nurses to violate
military women who don’t want religious convictions or medical
to shower with biological males ethics, erosion of trust in leadership,
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and diversion of scarce time and resources in pursuit of social agendas
that are not consistent with core values in the military.
Unnecessary policies that create
multiple problems will not benefit
or strengthen the armed forces in
any way.
		Retired Army Colonel William
J. Gregor notes that LGBT directives turn sound priorities upside down. Instead of putting the
needs of the military
first, officials are promoting recruitment and retention of a small cohort of
persons suffering from gender dysphoria.
		 Under LGBT law, it doesn’t
matter that the condition requires major, long-term medical treatment with uncertain results, often resulting in higher rates
of depression and suicide. The new
transgender policy has turned the
military into just another “equal opportunity employer.”
		Policies that put political correctness and individual desires
above the needs of the military are a
radical change that will weaken the
selfless culture of the All-Volunteer
Force. No one has explained how
the recruitment of psychologically
troubled individuals can possibly
improve military readiness.
		Gender issues distract attention
from what must be done to strengthen our military and its readiness to
defend the country. The few people
who suffer from gender dysphoria
deserve compassion and competent
medical care, not substandard care
in a politicized military health system. The Trump administration and
the Department of Defense must
conduct a full, objective review of
the consequences of social engineering in the military, and issue
new orders that put military readiness first.
Reprinted
with
permission.
More
information available at www.cmrlink.org.

